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Createspace, United States, 2013. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 229 x 152 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Timeless Love is the story of handsome 22-
year-old Dan Parker, a gay college senior who meets the mysterious history professor, Dr. Abraham
Bram Percival Bronwyn, an acclaimed scholar who seems to know everything there is to know
about history. Working as Dr. Bronwyn s research assistant on his newest book project, Dan feels an
emotional and physical attraction toward the enigmatic professor, who looks to be around 33 or 34
years of age, but whose publications and accomplishments seem difficult to fit into such a short
lifetime. Dan s life is complicated by his estrangement from his family, who rejected him when he
came out of the closet, his struggle to earn enough money to finish his education, as well as a severe
health problem-diabetes. Within a week of the start of school, it becomes obvious that Dan s feelings
for Dr. Bronwyn are reciprocated-the two make frenzied, passionate love in Bram s office-or did
they? Dan wakes up the next morning, naked in his own bed, uncertain if the sex had been a figment
of his imagination...
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I actually began reading this article book. It is actually filled with wisdom and knowledge I realized this pdf from my i and dad recommended this
publication to learn.
-- Rhea  Toy-- Rhea  Toy

A new electronic book with an all new standpoint. It usually fails to charge too much. Its been printed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply
following i finished reading this book through which basically altered me, affect the way in my opinion.
-- Dr . Am ie B og isich-- Dr . Am ie B og isich
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